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Course Overview 

This semester course is an examination of hate and prejudice, the history of anti-Semitism, the Holocaust, and 
genocide studied through primary and secondary sources, literature, and film. This course specifically 
emphasizes the study of comparative genocides and directly fulfills the state's mandate for genocide and 
Holocaust education. Students examine the Armenian genocide, Irish Famine, genocides in Asia, Bosnia, 
Darfur, Cambodia, Rwanda, the genocide of America's indigenous peoples, and slavery. The Holocaust, 
genocide, and human rights studies program is especially appropriate for students who are interested in social 
work, psychology, criminal justice, law, public administration, international policy, sociology/philosophy, 
anthropology, and religion. 
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Unit and Pacing Essential Questions Enduring Understandings Content Assessment NJSLS CPI Interdisciplinary 
Connections 

(1) How does identity affect the Identity is how you define who identity, race, labeling, Formative: 6.1.12.A.5.b CCSS.ELA-LITER 
Identity and the choices we make? you are; it is also how others Article Analyze the ACY.RH.11-12.1 

Pyramid of define you. 
stereotypes, effectiveness of Cite specific textual 
discrimination, diffusion summanes 

Hate What are the unfortunate governmental evidence to support 

consequences of labeling How one defines themselves is 
of responsibility, 

Spider-web 
policies and of analysis of primary 

universe of obligation, actions by groups and secondary 
4 Weeks people? a self-representation of their upstanders and discussions and individuals to sources, connecting 

culture, interests, relationships, bystanders. address insights gained from 
How can discrimination and efficacy in doing the things Documentary discrimination specific details to an 
based on bias escalate into that matter to them. How does our identity summaries and against new understanding of the 
acts of violence? affect the choices we analysis immigrants, text as a whole. 

A sense of identity and Native 
make? Americans, and CCSS.ELA-LITER What causes hatred and acts belonging is impacted by Current event 

African ACY.RH.11-12.2 
of intolerance? various factors, including our What are the analysis & Americans. Determine the 

experiences, community, and consequences of discussion central ideas or 
What is a hate crime? our physical environment. labeling people? 6.1.12.A.13.b: information of a 

Summative: Analyze the primary or 
How does our universe of Labeling, stereotypes, and Where do stereotypes OralNisual effectiveness of secondary source; 
obligation and the diffusion discrimination impact the come from and how presentations national provide an accurate 
ofresponsibility or choices we make. might stereotypes legislation, summary that makes 

clear the bystander effect impact why impact the choices we Multiple choice policies, and relationships among 
we do or do not help others Race is a social construct, not a make? questions and Supreme Court the key details and 
in need? biological one. short answer decisions (i.e., the ideas. 

How is race defined? assessments Civil Rights Act, 
There is a clear connection the Voting Rights CCSS.ELA-LITER 
between prejudice and What misconceptions Act, the Equal ACY.RH.11-12.7 
discrimination. exist about race? Rights Integrate and 

Amendment, Title evaluate multiple 
sources of Our universe of obligation and What is discrimination? VII, Title IX, information the diffusion of responsibility or How do people learn Affirmative presented in diverse 

bystander effect impacts the discrimination and Action, Brown v. formats and media 
extent to which people feel stereotypes? How can Board of (e.g., visually, 

Education, and quantitatively, as 
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responsible to help others in labels placed on people Roe v. Wade) in well as in words) in 
need. become self-fulfilling promoting civil - order to address a 

prophecies? liberties and equal question or solve a 

opportunities. problem. 

CCSS.ELA-LITER 
6.1.12.D.14.d: ACY.RH.11-12.9 
Evaluate the Integrate 

extent to which information from 

women, diverse sources, 
both primary and 

minorities, secondary, into a 
individuals with coherent 
gender understanding of an 
preferences, and idea or event, noting 
individuals with discrepancies 
disabilities have among sources. 
met their goals of 

CCSS.ELA-LITER equality in the ACY.WHST.11-12.7 
workplace, Conduct short as 
politics, and well as more 
society. sustained research 

projects to answer a 
6.1.12.A.15.e: question (including 
Analyze the a self-generated 
impact of United question) or solve a 

States support for problem; narrow or 
broaden the inquiry 

the policies and when appropriate; 
actions of the synthesize multiple 
United Nations sources on the 
and other subject, 
international demonstrating 
organizations. understanding of the 

6.1.12.D.15.a: 
subject under 

Compare United 
investigation. 

Nations policies CCSS.ELA-LITER 
and goals (i.e., the ACY.WHST.11-12.9 
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International Draw evidence from 
Declaration of informational texts 
Human Rights to support analysis, 

and the United reflection, and 

Nations research. 

Millennium 8.1.12.A.3 
Development Collaborate in 
Goals) intended online courses, 
to promote human learning 
rights and prevent communities, social 
the violation of networks or virtual 

human rights with worlds to discuss a 

actions taken by resolution to a 
problem or issue 

the United States. 

8.1.12.C.1 
6.2.12.A.4.d: Develop an 
Assess innovative solution 
government to a real world 
responses to problem or issue in 
incidents of collaboration with 

ethnic cleansing peers and experts, 
and present ideas for 

and genocide. feedback through 
social media or in 

6.2.12.A.6.d: an online 
Assess the community. 
effectiveness of 
responses by 8.1.12.D.4 

governments and Research and 

international understand the 

organizations to 
positive and 
negative impact of 

tensions resulting one's digital 
from ethnic, footprint. 
territorial, 
religious, and/or 8.1.12.E.l 
nationalist Produce a position 
differences. statement about a 
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real world problem 
6.2.12.C.6.a: by developing a 
Evaluate efforts systematic plan of 
of governmental, investigation with 

non-governmental peers and experts 
synthesizing 

, and international information from 
organizations to multiple sources. 
address economic 
imbalances and 8.1.12.E.2 
social Research and 
inequalities. evaluate the impact 

on society of the 
unethical use of 
digital tools and 
present your 
research to peers. 

(2) How does an oppressive Exploitation of existent genocide, stages of Formative: 6.2.12.A.5.d: CCSS.ELA-LITER 
Genocide government gain support prejudice and stereotypes is genocide and human Reflective Analyze the ACY.RH.11-12.1 
Around the for the commission of utilized in government rights interpretation of causes and Cite specific textual 

World human rights violations propaganda in an effort to sway Arshile consequences of evidence to support 

from its own citizens? public opinion. creation of the Gorky's, "The mass killings analysis of primary 
and secondary Irish Famine, Universal Declaration of Artist and His (e.g., Cambodia, sources, connecting 

Armenian How can external forces be Art can convey personal Human Rights Mother." Rwanda, insights gained from 
Genocide, catalysts to genocide? memories and emotions which Bosnia-Herzegovi specific details to an 
Cambodia, viewers can relate to via definition of genocide Visual na, Somalia, understanding of the 
Bosnia, How can the removal of an universal empathy. presentations Sudan), and text as a whole. 
Rwanda, oppressive regime actually eight stages of genocide evaluate the 
Darfur, lead to worse External conflicts and interests Oral responsibilities of CCSS.ELA-LITER 

Rohingya consequences? can create desperation in a Irish Famine: Resulted presentations the world ACY.RH.11-12.2 
Determine the 

populace leading to poor from British community in central ideas or 
5 Weeks How do governments choices with toxic outcomes. government's inaction, Roundtable response to such information of a 

decide whether to get coupled with prejudice discussions events. pnmary or 
involved in human rights Tyrannical governments off er against Irish citizens. secondary source; 
abuses? stability and order, and their Both of which Current event 6.2.12.A.5.e: provide an accurate 

collapse can lead to chaos. exacerbated the deadly analysis & Assess the summary that makes 
impacts of the discussion progress of clear the 

human and civil relationships among 
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How does a country and its Governments measure risk and biological threat to food Debate for and rights around the the key details and 
people deal with the reward, weighing vital strategic supplies in Ireland. against gacaca world since the ideas. 
aftermath of genocide? interests against humanitarian trials as a 1948 U.N. 

need. Armenian Genocide: measure of Declaration of CCSS.ELA-LITER 

What can a person do in the Religious and racial finding truth, Human Rights. ACY.RH.11-12.7 
Integrate and 

face of human rights The process of truth and prejudice stoaked reconciliation, evaluate multiple 
violations? reconciliation is designed to feelings of hatred and and healing 6.1.12.A.14.c: sources of 

break the cycle of violence. intolerance, which lead Assess the merit information 
to violent and deadly Summative: and effectiveness presented in diverse 

The use of art, music, and video treatment of others, OralNisual of recent formats and media 
can impart as much knowledge which is still denied by presentations legislation in (e.g., visually, 
as the written word. various governments to addressing the quantitatively, as 

this day. Multiple choice health, welfare, well as in words) in 
order to address a 

In order to combat human rights questions and and citizenship question or solve a 
issues, potential or otherwise, Cambodia: History short answer status of problem. 
individuals must be vigilant in shows that the removal assessments individuals and 
remaining informed. of a stable, if brutal and groups. CCSS.ELA-LITER 

authoritarian, ACY.RH. I 1-12.9 
Although individuals may be government from areas 6.2.12.C.6.a: Integrate 
separated by thousands of without the necessary Evaluate efforts information from 

miles, technology allows people infrastructure and of governmental, diverse sources, 
both primary and 

of all ages and ethnicities to resources to rebuild are non-governmental secondary, into a 
connect and work to combat often vulnerable to the , and international coherent 
genocide and human rights rise of even worse organizations to understanding of an 
violations controlling bodies. address economic idea or event, noting 

imbalances and discrepancies 
Bosnia: Intolerance and social among sources. 
racism lead to ethnic inequalities. 
cleansing, which is a CCSS.ELA-LITER 

ACY.WHST.11-12.7 
form of genocide. Conduct short as 

well as more 
Rwanda: Various sustained research 
genocides have been projects to answer a 
brought about by the question (including 
influence and impacts of a self-generated 
external forces on question) or solve a 
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longstanding tensions problem; narrow or 
between individual broaden the inquiry 
groups. when appropriate; 

synthesize multiple 

Darfur: Achieving sources on the 
subject, 

independence had demonstrating 
unforeseen understanding of the 
consequences, such as subject under 
struggle for control and investigation. 
civil war, often leading 

CCSS.ELA-LITER to racism, persecution, 
ACY.WHST.11-12.9 mass killings, and 
Draw evidence from genocide. informational texts 
to support analysis, 

Rohingya: The reflection, and 
Rohingya, a Muslim research. 
minority group, have 
faced a long history of 8.1.12.A.3 
severe discrimination Collaborate in 
and persecution, online courses, 

learning violence, denial of communities, social 
citizenship, and networks or virtual 
numerous restrictions at worlds to discuss a 
the hands of Burmese resolution to a 
authorities. Since problem or issue 
Burma's independence 

8.1.12.C.l in 1948, the Rohingya 
have been subjected to Develop an 

innovative solution periodic campaigns of to a real world 
violence and continue to problem or issue in 
face various forms of collaboration with 
official and unofficial peers and experts, 
persecution. and present ideas for 

feedback through 
social media or in 
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an online 
community. 

8.1.12.D.4 
Research and 
understand the 
positive and 
negative impact of 
one's digital 
footprint. 

8.1.12.E.l 
Produce a position 
statement about a 
real world problem 
by developing a 
systematic plan of 
investigation with 
peers and experts 
synthesizing 
information from 
multiple sources. 

8.1.12.E.2 
Research and 
evaluate the impact 
on society of the 
unethical use of 
digital tools and 
present your 
research to peers. 
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(3) How did the encounter Hate and intolerance can evolve Native American Formative: 6.1.12.B.2.a CCSS.ELA-LITER 

Genocide at between Europeans and into genocide. Genocide: Native Visual Analyze how the ACY.RH.11-12.1 
Home Native Americans result in Americans still live with presentations United States has Cite specific textual 

cultural genocide? Genocide has multiple the impacts of treaties attempted to evidence to support 

Native definitions. established long ago Oral account for analysis of primary 
and secondary American How did 18th and 19th with European settlers, presentations regional sources, connecting 

Genocide, century views of Native Slavery is a form of as well as the fallout differences while insights gained from 
Slavery Americans shape U.S. dehumanization that robs an and cultural genocide Roundtable also striving to specific details to an 

Native American policy and individual of his or her liberty associated with discussions of create an understanding of the 
5 Weeks cause cultural genocide to and personhood. westward first hand American text as a whole. 

take place? expansion/''Manifest accounts of identity. 
Destiny" and the Dawes slave CCSS.ELA-LITER 

How does the institution of Act of 1887. experiences and 6.1.12.D.2.b: ACY.RH.11-12.2 
Determine the slavery serve as a form of slave resistance Explain why central ideas or 

genocide? Native Americans were American ideals information of a 
forced to attend Current event put forth in the pnmary or 
boarding schools and analysis & Constitution (i.e., secondary source; 
will live with the discussion due process, rule provide an accurate 
impacts of the of law, and summary that makes 
conditions and abuses individual rights) clear the 

caused by these schools. Summative: have been denied relationships among 
the key details and 

OralNisual to different ideas. 
Many Native Americans presentations groups of people 
struggle to balance throughout time. CCSS.ELA-LITER 
traditional culture and Multiple choice ACY.RH.11-12.7 
reservation life with questions and 6.1.12.D.2.e: Integrate and 
assimilation or short answer Determine the evaluate multiple 
"Pan-Indianism." assessments impact of African sources of 

American leaders information 

Native American and institutions in 
presented in diverse 
formats and media 

stereotypes and shaping free (e.g., visually, 
misconceptions about Black quantitatively, as 
Native life and Native communities in well as in words) in 
American rights still the North. order to address a 
exist today as evidenced question or solve a 
by recent debates over problem. 
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team mascots, statues of 6.1.12.A.3 .e: 
Christopher Columbus Judge the fairness CCSS.ELA-LITER 
and the Dakota Pipeline. of government ACY.RH.11-12.9 

treaties, policies, Integrate 

and actions that information from 

Slavery: resulted in Native 
diverse sources, 
both primary and 

The institution of American secondary, into a 
slavery dehumanized migration and coherent 
individual by stripping removal. understanding of an 
them of their identity, idea or event, noting 
culture and humanity. 6.1.12.A.3.h: discrepancies 

Examine multiple among sources. 

Slavery created an perspectives on CCSS.ELA-LITER 
unfortunate legacy of slavery and ACY.WHST.11-12.7 
white supremacy and evaluate the Conduct short as 
white privilege and a claims used to well as more 
history of strained race justify the sustained research 
relations in the United arguments. projects to answer a 
States that is still question (including 
evident today. 6.1.12.D.3.a: a self-generated 

Determine how question) or solve a 

While the 13th expansion created 
problem; narrow or 
broaden the inquiry 

amendment outlawed opportunities for when appropriate; 
slavery, many some and synthesize multiple 
individuals still hardships for sources on the 
experience similar others by subject, 
emotional and physical considering demonstrating 
consequences that multiple understanding of the 

harken back to a time perspectives subject under 

prior to the abolition of 
investigation. 

slavery. 6.1.12.D.1.a 
Assess the impact 
of the interactions 
and conflicts CCSS.ELA-LITER 
between native ACY.WHST.11-12.9 

9 
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groups and North I Draw evidence from 
American settlers. informational texts 

to support analysis, 
6.1.12.A.4.c: 

1 

reflection, and 

Judge the research. 

effectiveness of 8.1.12.A.3 
the 13th, 14th, Collaborate in 
and 15th online courses, 
Amendments in learning 
obtaining communities, social 
citizenship and networks or virtual 
equality for worlds to discuss a 

African resolution to a 

Americans 
problem or issue 

8.1.12.C.l 
6.1.12.A.5.b: Develop an 
Analyze the innovative solution 
effectiveness of to a real world 
governmental problem or issue in 
policies and of collaboration with 

actions by groups peers and experts, 
and present ideas for 

and individuals to feedback through 
address social media or in 
discrimination an online 
against new community. 
immigrants, 
Native 8.1.12.D.4 
Americans, and Research and 

African understand the 

Americans. 
positive and 
negative impact of 
one's digital 

6.1.12.C.13.a: I footprint. 
Explain how 
individuals and 8.1.12.E.1 
organizations Produce a position 
used economic statement about a 

10 
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measures ( e.g., real world problem 
the Montgomery by developing a 
Bus Boycott, sit systematic plan of 

downs, etc.) as investigation with 

weapons in the peers and experts 
synthesizing 

struggle for civil information from 
and human rights. multiple sources. 

6.1.12.D.14.b: 8.1.12.E.2 
Assess the Research and 
effectiveness of evaluate the impact 

actions taken to on society of the 

address the causes unethical use of 

of continuing 
digital tools and 
present your 

urban tensions research to peers. 
and violence. 

(4) Why does the persecution Empathy and compassion for The Holocaust: Formative: 6.1.12.D.5.d: CCSS.ELA-LITER 
The Holocaust of particular groups take each other is necessary for Photo analysis Relate varying ACY.RH.11-12.1 

place? self-preservation and human The end of WWI and using gallery immigrants' Cite specific textual 

4 weeks dignity. events that took place in walk, graphic experiences to evidence to support 

Why have the Jewish the late 20s and early organizers, etc. gender, race, analysis of primary 
and secondary 

people been persecuted for Anti-semitism has its roots in 30s would change the ethnicity, or sources, connecting 
centuries? political, historical, religious, direction Germany was Visual occupation. insights gained from 

cultural, and economic undertaking as a result presentations specific details to an 
What is meant by a conditions. of the Weimar 6.1.12.A. l l.e: understanding of the 
"choiceless" choice? Constitution and led to Oral Assess the text as a whole. 

"Choiceless" choices are the rise of Adolf Hitler. presentations responses of the 
situations in which onlookers United States and CCSS.ELA-LITER 

ACY.RH.11-12.2 

11 
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What was the emotional are given no opportunity to do Hitler's early life formed Roundtable other nations to Determine the 
and physical experience of the "right" thing. his beliefs, especially discussions the violation of central ideas or 
being in a concentration antisemitism. human rights that information of a 
camp? Prisoners of concentration Summative: occurred during pnmary or 

camps endured horrendous Mein Kamp laid the the Holocaust and secondary source; 
provide an accurate Why did some people psychological and physical foundation for Hitler's OralNisual other genocides. summary that makes 

choose to be bystanders to trauma, even death. plans for Germany's presentations clear the 
the Holocaust and some future and appealed to 6.1.12.D.11.d: relationships among 
chose to by upstanders? Human instinct to survive and the German people. Multiple choice Compare the the key details and 

self-preservation and fear often questions and varymg ideas. 
How did Jewish people cause people not to help others. The Nazis implemented short answer perspectives of 
attempt to keep some form Hitler's ideas with the assessments victims, CCSS.ELA-LITER 

of their identity, dignity, and Jewish people attempted to Nuremberg laws, Jewish ACY.RH.11-12.7 survivors, Integrate and humanity during the maintain their identity, dignity ghettos, and bystanders, evaluate multiple 
Holocaust? and humanity in a variety of concentration camps, rescuers, and sources of 

ways before, during, and after which became the perpetrators information 
the Holocaust. Holocaust. during the presented in diverse 

Holocaust. formats and media 
The extermination of (e.g., visually, 
nearly six million 6.2.12.A.4.c: quantitatively, as 

European and Asian Analyze the well as in words) in 
order to address a 

Jewish individuals motivations, question or solve a 
during the Holocaust causes, and problem. 
was the result of a consequences of 
deliberate, systematic, the genocides of CCSS.ELA-LITER 
plan and rationalized by Armenians, Roma ACY.WHST.11-12.7 
racism, ethnocentrism, (gypsies), and Conduct short as 
and hatred. Jews, as well as well as more 

the mass sustained research 
projects to answer a 

exterminations of question (including 
Ukrainians and a self-generated 
Chinese. question) or solve a 

problem; narrow or 
6.2.12.D.4.i: broaden the inquiry 
Compare and when appropriate; 
contrast the synthesize multiple 

12 
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actions of sources on the 
individuals as subject, 
perpetrators, demonstrating 
bystanders, and understanding of the 

rescuers during subject under 

events of 
investigation. 

persecution or CCSS.ELA-LITER 
genocide, and ACY.WHST.11-12.9 
describe the Draw evidence from 
long-term informational texts 
consequences of to support analysis, 
genocide for all reflection, and 
involved. research. 

8.1.12.A.3 
Collaborate in 
online courses, 
learning 

, communities, social 
networks or virtual 
worlds to discuss a 
resolution to a 
problem or issue 

8.1.12.C.l 
Develop an 
innovative solution 
to a real world 
problem or issue in 
collaboration with 
peers and experts, 
and present ideas for 
feedback through 
social media or in 
an online 
community. 

8.1.12.D.4 
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Research and 
understand the 
positive and 
negative impact of 
one's digital 
footprint. 

8.1.12.E.I 
Produce a position 
statement about a 
real world problem 
by developing a 
systematic plan of 
investigation with 
peers and experts 
synthesizing 
information from 
multiple sources. 

8.1.12.E.2 
Research and 
evaluate the impact 
on society of the 
unethical use of 
digital tools and 
present your 
research to peers. 
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www.npr.com 
NPR: National Public Radio has an array of videos and podcasts on global issues such as genocide and human 
rights issues. 

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Documents/UDHR Translations/eng.pdf 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR): Document detailing the UDHR, adopted by the United 
Nations in 1948. 

www.nytimes.com 
New York Times: Includes various news articles and op-ed pieces detailing various issues such as race, global 
affairs, and domestic news related to human rights and genocide. 

www.genocidewatch.org 
Genocide Watch: Details past and ongoing stories of human rights violations and potential genocidal actions 
from around the world. Site also includes detailed description of the Eight Stages of Genocide. 

http://www.pbs.org/race/OOO General/000 00-Home.htm 
Race: The Power of an Illusion: PBS site detailing the question of how people define the concept of, "Race," 
as well as how that definition of the concept impacts the way individuals interact with each other. 

www.facinghistory.org 
Facing History: Lesson plans, activities, and videos on historical events related to genocide, racial tensions, 
and human rights violations. 

www.teachingtolerance.org 
Teaching Tolerance: Provides free resources to educators to instruct students on a myriad of issues such as 
current events, social justice, reducing prejudice, and promoting an appreciation for diversity. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IJ4mpCDVpE 
Winfrey & Weisel: News piece from 2006 detailing Oprah Winfrey's trip to Auschwitz with Elie Weisel, the 
author of Night. 

www.alllooksame.com 
All Look Same: Serves as a tool for helping students demystify and break down the notion of, "They all look 
the same," as it applies to people of Chinese, Japanese, and Korean descent. 

www. genocide 1915. info 
Genocide 1915: Advocates for the education on and affirmation of the Armenian Genocide of 1915. 

www.ushmm.org 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum: Living memorial to the Holocaust, empowers people to confront 
hatred, prevent genocide, and promote human dignity. 

https :/ /standnow.org/ 
STAND: Envisions a world in which the international community protects civilians from genocidal violence. 


